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Project Summary

The critical analysis of the presently available methods to calculate the static and dynamic stability of natural and artificial slopes
and occurrence of sliding currents will be done. The necessity of further studies, following the topicality of the given issue will be
substantiated. The issue disputed to date about establishing the shape of the surface of hazardous slide of a slope mass will be
solved. The mentioned surface is considered as general following the complex deflected mode of the slope. The research
subject (slope stability, landslide-collapses, snow avalanches) will be calculated for the combination of such acting forces, which
have never been considered to present. Consideration of these forces, as our preliminary calculations evidence, is much
important both, in improving the design model of slope stability and avalanche origination and in maximally approximating it to
the natural operating conditions. 
The problems of limit equilibrium of mountain rock slopes will be solved. The study of the statics of stability and instability of
slopes will give the pure analytical method to solve the problem of the collapse over the cylindrical surface of the slope mass for
the first time what is in line with the graphical-analytical method of the surface construction. 
The differential equations of limit equilibrium describing the sliding surface of homogenous and non-homogenous slope
collapses will be gained (for plane and space). These problems will be studied by considering the combinations of all possible
acting forces as well as for private instances of adherence coefficient and its general values. The methods to calculate the slope
stability with computer software and another method of calculation differing from the ones used by computer software will be
described. 
The grant paper will identify the criteria for static and dynamic stability and instability of the mountain rock slopes. Mathematical
modeling of the dynamic processes of the sliding currents, which incorporates the prediction of moving speed, fixing the
distance of the talus train, changing kinetics along the movement and identifying the destructive force of avalanches, will be
considered. The quantitative realization of the problem is planned to achieve by using universal computer software. 
By using the mechanics of continuous solids, single theoretical grounds in principle common for the landslides and collapses
and all sliding currents over natural and artificial slopes will be developed. The solutions gained for snow avalanches can be
successfully used for structural mudflows by changing such parameters in them as volumetric weight, Coulomb friction
coefficient and adherence. 
The problems of dynamics of landslides and collapses and snow avalanches will be discussed in details. The dynamics of sliding
currents will be described by means of a system of differential equations. The gained analytical solutions, by maximally
considering the local natural conditions, will yield more accurate predictive results for avalanche tear-off, and as a result, it will
become possible to identify the criteria of static stability of snow accumulated at the hearths of avalanche origination. 
For the snow avalanches, the impact of winds on the snow cover will be identified for the first time. The stability analysis by using
Routh–Hurwitz generalized criterion is done, and its asymptotic instability in Lyapunov understanding will be shown for the first
time. 
A number of technically and economically substantiated engineering measures to provide the stability of slopes and snow cover
on them will be given. The calculation methods given in the paper will allow making the structure of protective buildings more
thorough and reliable at the expense of maximum use of the mechanical properties of its materials, or reject the idea of
constructing such structures at all for being less efficient. 
The gained results will be based on the laws of mechanics; they have modern grounds and developed calculation tool without
any non-corroborated or doubtful assumptions. Such state of affairs essentially contributes the scientific authenticity of the
conclusions, which allow evaluating the degree of the slope stability and hazard of sliding currents origination. The gained
calculation expressions consider more characteristics than the results of the calculations offered by other authors in the past. 
Application of the accurate analytical calculation methods will undoubtedly increase the reliability of the gained results having
great practical value. Despite a complex mathematical tool used to solve the modified differential equations gained in the
paper, the gained results will be recorded in a simple form, with the use of the relevant computer software in practice being
simple for the design engineers.


